Here we briefly discuss the Einstein-Aether gravity theory by modification of EinsteinHilbert action. We find the modified Friedmann equations and then from the equations we find the effective density and pressure for Einstein-Aether gravity sector. These can be treated as dark energy provided some restrictions on the free function F (K), where K is proportional to H 2 . Assuming two types of the power law solutions of the scale factor, we have reconstructed the unknown function F (K) from HDE and NADE and their entropycorrected versions (ECHDE and ECNADE). We also obtain the EoS parameter for EinsteinAether gravity dark energy. For HDE and NADE, we have shown that the type I scale factor generates the quintessence scenario only and type II scale factor generates phantom scenario. But for ECHDE and ECNADE, the both types of scale factors can accommodate the transition from quintessence to phantom stages i.e., phantom crossing is possible for entropy corrected terms of HDE and NADE models. Finally, we show that the models are classically unstable.
interesting issue of modern cosmology, we still have little knowledge about DE. The most appealing and simplest candidate for DE is the cosmological constant Λ. Over the past decade there have been many theoretical models for mimicking the dark energy behaviors, such as ΛCDM, containing a mixture of cosmological constant Λ and cold dark matter (CDM). However, two problems arise from this scenario, namely "fine-tuning" and the "cosmic coincidence" problems. In order to solve these two problems, many dynamical DE theoretical models have been proposed [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The scalar field or quintessence [10, 11] is one of the most favored candidate of DE which produce sufficient negative pressure to drive acceleration.
In recent times, considerable interest has been stimulated in explaining the observed dark energy by the holographic dark energy (HDE) model [12] [13] [14] . An approach to the problem of this dark energy arises from the holographic principle [15] . For an effective field theory in a box size L with UV cutoff Λ c , the entropy L 3 Λ 3 c . Taking the whole universe into account the largest IR cut-off L is chosen by saturating the inequality so that we get the holographic dark energy density as [13, 16] in the form ρ Λ = 3c 2 M 2 p L −2 where c is a numerical constant and M p ≡ 1/ √ 8πG is the reduced Planck mass. The most natural choice of L is the Hubble horizon H −1 . However, Hsu [17] and Li [16] pointed out that in this case the EoS of holographic dark energy is zero and the expansion of the universe cannot be accelerated. The next choice of L is the particle horizon. Unfortunately, in this case, the EoS of HDE is always larger than −1/3 and the expansion of the universe also cannot be accelerated. Finally, Li [16] found out that L might be the future event horizon of the universe. On the basis of the holographic principle, several others have studied holographic model for dark energy [18] [19] [20] . Obviously, in the derivation of HDE, the black hole (BH) entropy S BH plays an important role. Usually, we know that S BH = A 4G , where A (∼ L 2 ) is the area of BH horizon. Due to thermal equilibrium fluctuation, quantum fluctuation, or mass and charge fluctuations, the BH entropy-area relation has been modified in loop quantum gravity (LQG) in the form [21] [22] [23] 
where ξ and ζ are dimensionless constants of order unity. Recently, motivated by this corrected entropy-area relation in the setup of LQG, the energy density of the entropy-corrected HDE (ECHDE) was proposed by Wei [24] and also details discussed in [23, 25, 26] .
Based on principle of quantum gravity, Cai [27] proposed a new dark energy model based on the energy density. The energy density of metric fluctuations of Minkowski-spacetime is given by [28, 29] . As the most natural choice, the time scalet is chosen to be the age of our universe, T = a 0 da aH , where a is the scale factor of our universe and H is the Hubble parameter.
Therefore, the dark energy is called agegraphic dark energy (ADE) [27] . The energy density of agegraphic dark energy is given by ρ Λ = 3α 2 M 2 p T −2 , where the numerical factor 3α 2 is introduced to parameterize some uncertainties, such as the species of quantum fields in the universe. Since the original ADE model suffers from the difficulty to describe the matter-dominated epoch, so Wei and Cai [30] have chosen the time scalet to be the conformal time η instead of T , which is defined by dt = adη (where t is the cosmic time), the energy density is obtained as ρ Λ = 3α 2 M 2 p η −2 , which is called new agegraphic dark energy (NADE) model [30] . It was found that the coincidence problem could be solved naturally in the NADE model. The ADE models have given rise to a lot of interest recently and have been examined and studied in details in [30, 31] . Recently, very similar to the ECHDE model, the energy density of the entropy-corrected NADE (ECNADE) was proposed by Wei [24] and investigated in details for acceleration of the universe [26, [32] [33] [34] [35] .
Another approach to explore the accelerated expansion of the universe is the modified theories of gravity. In this case cosmic acceleration would arise not from dark energy as a substance but rather from the dynamics of modified gravity [36] . Modified gravity constitutes an interesting dynamical alternative to ΛCDM cosmology. The simplest modified gravity is DGP brane-world model [37] . The other alternative is f (R) gravity [38] where the Einstein-Hilbert action has been modified. Other modified gravity includes f (T ) gravity, f (G) gravity, Gauss-Bonnet gravity, Horava-Lifshitz gravity, Brans-Dicke gravity, etc [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] .
Here we have assumed other type of modified gravity developed by Jacobson et al [46, 47] , known as Einstein-Aether theory. Zlosnik et al [48, 49] has proposed the generalization of Einstein-Aether theory. These years a lot of work has been done in generalized Einstein-aether theories [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] . In the generalized Einstein-Aether theories by taking a special form of the Lagrangian density of Aether field, the possibility of Einstein-Aether theory as an alternative to dark energy model is discussed in detail, that is, taking a special Aether field as a dark energy candidate and it has been found the constraints from observational data [57, 58] . Meng et al [57, 58] have shown that only Einstein-Aether gravity may be generated dark energy, which caused the acceleration of the universe.
Recently the reconstruction procedure or correspondences between various dark energy models became very challenging subject in cosmological phenomena. Correspondence between different DE models, reconstruction of DE/gravity and their cosmological implications have been discussed by several authors [26, [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] . We shall reconstruct of Einstein-Aether gravity model with HDE and NADE separately. For this purpose, we first briefly discuss the Einstein-Aether gravity theory by modification of Einstein-Hilbert action in section II. We find the modified Friedmann equations and then from the equations we find the effective density and pressure for Einstein-Aether gravity sector. These can be treated as dark energy provided some restrictions on the free function F (K).
Assuming two types of the power law solutions of the scale factor, we can reconstruct the unknown function F (K) from HDE and NADE and their entropy-corrected versions (ECHDE and ECNADE) in section III. Finally, we give some cosmological implications of the reconstructed models in section IV.
II. EINSTEIN-AETHER GRAVITY THEORY AND MODIFIED FRIEDMANN EQUATIONS
Einstein-Aether theory is the extension of general relativity (GR) that incorporates a dynamical unit timelike vector field (i.e., Aether) coupling with the metric. The action of the Einstein-Aether gravity theory with the normal Einstein-Hilbert part action can be written in the form [48, 57] 
where L EA is the Lagrangian density for vector field and L m denotes the Lagrangian density for matter field. The Lagrangian density for the vector field [48, 57] is given by
where c i are dimensionless constants, M is the coupling constant, λ is a Lagrangian multiplier, A a is a contravariant vector and F (K) ia an arbitrary function of K. From (1), we get the Einstein's field
where
Here T m ab is the energy momentum tensor for matter and T EA ab is the energy momentum tensor for the vector field given as follows:
where ρ and p are respectively the energy density and pressure of matter and u a = (1, 0, 0, 0) is the fluid 4-velocity vector and
with
where the subscript (ab) means symmetric with respect to the indices and A a = (1, 0, 0, 0) is time-like unit vector.
We consider the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) metric of the universe as
where k (= 0, ±1) is the curvature scalar and a(t) is the scale factor. From equations (3) and (4), we
where β is constant. From eq. (5), we get the modified Friedmann equation for Einstein-Aether gravity as in the following:
and
where H (=ȧ a ) is Hubble parameter. Also the conservation equation is given bẏ
Let ρ EA and p EA be the effective energy density and pressure governed by the Einstein-Aether gravity, then we may write the equations (13) and (14) in the following form:
and hence we obtain
The equation of state (EoS) parameter due to the Einstein-Aether contribution is given by
Since density is always positive, so
, where we assume β > 0. The effective density and pressure governed by Einstein-Aether gravity generate dark energy if ρ EA +3p EA < 0 (i.e., strong energy condition violates), which provides the condition
III. RECONSTRUCTION OF EINSTEIN-AETHER GRAVITY MODEL
Since Einstein-Aether theory is the modified gravity theory and this may generate dark energy.
So this gravity can be corresponds with other well-known dark energy models. For this purpose, we consider the dark energy models which are holographic dark energy (HDE) and new agegraphic dark energy (NADE) and their entropy-corrected versions (ECHDE and ECNADE). The Einstein-Aether gravity sector contains a function F (K), so equating the density with the dark energy models, we can find F (K). So F (K) can be constructed from the dark energy models. For reconstruction of F (K) in terms of K, we need to know the form of scale factor a(t). For this purpose, we assume two types of power-law forms of a(t) [26] for providing the acceleration of the universe and we reconstruct the Einstein-Aether gravity according to the HDE, ECHDE, NADE and ECNADE models:
(i) Type I: a(t) = a 0 t m , m > 0, where the constant a 0 represents the present-day value of the scale factor [69] . With this choice of scale factor we obtain H,Ḣ and K in the form:
We see thatḢ < 0, so this model corresponds to only quintessence dominated universe (not phantom)
and hence the scale factor may be called the quintessence scale factor.
(ii) Type II: a(t) = a 0 (t s − t) −n , t < t s , n > 0, where the constant a 0 represents the present-day value of the scale factor, t s is the probable future singularity finite time [69, 70] .
We see thatḢ > 0, so this model corresponds to only phantom dominated universe (not quintessence)
and hence the scale factor may be called the phantom scale factor.
A. Reconstruction from Holographic Dark Energy (HDE) Model
We now suggest the correspondence between the holographic dark energy scenario and EinsteinAether dark energy model. The holographic dark energy (HDE) density can be written as [71] [72] [73] 
where c is a constant and R h represents the future event horizon. From observation, the best fit value of c is 0.818
−0.097 . For type I scale factor, R h is defined as
For type II scale factor, R h is defined as
For type I scale factor, equating the energy densities (i.e., ρ EA = ρ Λ ), we get reconstructed equation
which immediately gives the solution
For type II scale factor, we also get similar reconstructed equation as well as (26) and we find the similar solution 
B. Reconstruction from Entropy-Corrected Holographic Dark Energy (ECHDE) Model
Using the corrected entropy-area relation, the energy density of the ECHDE can be written as [24] 
where ξ and ζ are constants. For type I scale factor, equating the energy densities (i.e., ρ EA = ρ Λ ), we get reconstructed equation
which immediately give the solution
Here B 1 is integration constant. In this case, using eq. (20), the EoS parameter for Einstein-Aether gravity can be written as
For type II scale factor, we also get the similar solution
Here B 2 is integration constant. In this case, using eq. (20), the EoS parameter for Einstein-Aether gravity can be written as
54c 2 (t s − t) 2 + (n + 1) 2 9ζ + 2ξ + 12ξ ln
The graphs of F (K) w.r.t K has been drawn in figure 2 for both type I and II models. From figure, we see that the reconstruction function F (K) increases as K increases for ECHDE model. The EoS parameter w EA against time t has been drawn in figure 5 for both type I and II models. We see that
Einstein-Aether EoS parameter w EA gives the transition from w EA > −1 to w EA < −1 stages for both type I and II models. So for type I and II models, when we assume ECHDE, the Einstein-Aether DE interpolates from quintessence era to phantom stage. So phantom crossing is possible for these models.
Thus we conclude that for both type I and type II models, entropy corrected terms (ξ = 0, ζ = 0) generate the phantom crossing.
C. Reconstruction from New Agegraphic Dark Energy (NADE) Model
The energy density of the new agegraphic dark energy (NADE) model is given by [30] 
where, η = dt a(t) is the conformal time and the numerical factor 3α 2 serves to parameterize some uncertainties, which include the effect of curved spacetime, some species of quantum fields in the universe, etc. From observation, the best fit value of α is 2.716 For type II model, the conformal time is
For type I model, equating the energy densities (i.e., ρ EA = ρ Λ ), we get the reconstructed equation
For type II model, we get the similar reconstructed equation, which gives the similar solution
where C 1 and C 2 are integration constants. For these solutions, the EoS for Einstein-Aether gravity can be obtained as w EA = − 
Model
Using the corrected entropy-area relation, the energy density of the ECNADE can be written as [24] 
where ξ and ζ are constants. Here we have replaced R h by conformal time η in equation (29) . For type I model, equating the energy densities (i.e., ρ EA = ρ Λ ), we get the reconstructed equation
Here D 1 is integration constant. In this case, using eq. (20), the EoS parameter for Einstein-Aether gravity can be written as
Here D 2 is integration constant. In this case, using eq. (20), the EoS parameter for Einstein-Aether gravity can be written as Figs. 5 and 6 show the variations of w EA against t for ECHDE and ECNADE models. Blue line represents for type I model and red line represent for type II model.
The graphs of F (K) w.r.t K has been drawn in figure 4 for both type I and II models. From figure, we see that the reconstruction function F (K) increases as K increases for type I model for ECNADE.
But for type II model, F (K) first increases with positive value upto a certain value of K and then it sharply decreases from positive value to negative value for increasing K. The EoS parameter w EA against time t has been drawn in figure 6 for both type I and II models. We see that Einstein-Aether
EoS parameter w EA gives the transition from w EA > −1 to w EA < −1 stages for both type I and II models. So for type I and II models, when we assume ECNADE, the Einstein-Aether DE interpolates from quintessence era to phantom stage. So phantom crossing is possible for these models. Thus we conclude that for both type I and type II models, entropy corrected terms (ξ = 0, ζ = 0) generate the phantom crossing.
IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work, we have assumed the Einstein-Aether gravity theory by modification of EinsteinHilbert action in FRW universe. We find the modified Friedmann equations and then from the equations we find the effective density and pressure for Einstein-Aether gravity sector. These can be treated as dark energy provided some restrictions on the free function F (K), where K is proportional to H 2 . Assuming two types of the power law forms of the scale factor, we have reconstructed the unknown function F (K) from HDE and NADE and their entropy-corrected versions (ECHDE and ECNADE). From figure 1-4 , we observed that the function F (K) increases with positive sign for increasing K for type I and II models when we assumed HDE, ECHDE and NADE. But for type II model in ECNADE, F (K) first increases with positive value upto a certain value of K and then it sharply decreases from positive value to negative value for increasing K. We have noticed that from the reconstructions, F (K) → 0 as K → 0 for all our models. We also obtain the EoS parameter for Einstein-Aether gravity dark energy. For HDE and NADE, we have shown that the type I scale factor generates the quintessence scenario (m > 1 for HDE and 1 2 < m < 1 for NADE) only and type II scale factor generates phantom scenario (n > 0). So these models cannot generate phantom crossing. But for ECHDE and ECNADE, the EoS parameter w EA in terms of time t have been drawn in figures 5 and 6. For ECHDE and ECNADE, the both types of scale factors can accommodate the transition from quintessence to phantom stages i.e., phantom crossing is possible for these models. Hence we conclude that phantom crossing happens for entropy corrected terms (ξ = 0, ζ = 0) of HDE and NADE models. Also we have observed that the forms of the constructed function F (K) and the EoS parameter w EA are similar for type I and type II models of the scale factor.
We may also assume the scale factor in de Sitter space time as in the form a(t) = a 0 e Ht , where H is constant [26] , which can describe the early-time inflation of the universe. In this case we shall get
M 2 , which is constant and hence F (K) must be a constant function. So the reconstruction is not possible for de Sitter space. For this choice of scale factor, we must haveḢ = 0 and from equation (20) , we get w EA = −1 which behaves like the cosmological constant. From this point of view, we have noticed that Karami et al [26] have considered reconstruction of f (R) gravity in de Sitter space. For de Sitter space H = constant implies the Ricci scalar R = constant which also implies f (R) must be a constant function. But they have obtained f (R) in terms of R, so the r.h.s of f (R) must be constant. So for HDE, NADE, ECHDE and ECNADE models, the f (R) cannot be reconstructed in terms of R. So their reconstruction analysis in de Sitter space is not correct.
Next we want to examine the stability of the Einstein-Aether gravity model. For this purpose we need to verify the sign of the square speed of sound which is defined by v 2 s = Since m > 1 and n > 0, so we obtain v 2 s < 0 for type I and II both models. Also For NADE model, we find v 2 s = − < m < 1 and n > 0, so we get v 2 s < 0 for type I and II both models. Hence we conclude that the Einstein-Aether gravity for HDE and NADE models are classically unstable. For ECHDE and ECNADE models, the expressions of p EA and ρ EA are complicated, so we draw the graphs of v 2 s for these models in figures 7 and 8 respectively for type I and II models. From figures, we observe that v 2 s < 0 for Einstein-Aether gravity in ECHDE and ECNADE models. So our all these models are classically unstable at present and future stages of the FRW universe.
